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World Chess Federation (FIDE) 

FIDE observer report, regarding current situation of Argentina Chess Federation. 

 

Background 

 

During 82nd Fide Congress, which has taken place in Krakow, Poland, between October 20nd and 

21st, 2011. Having been meet the Executive Board, in response to the report of the Americas 

Continental President, AI Jorge Vega Fernandez, regarding an over 100 pages dossier, containing 

claims  and complaints from de institutions, Olympic chess players, international arbiters, event 

organizers and others related to chess in Argentine Republic, it was decided the designation of 

an observer in order to verify and report regarding those claims  and complaints. It was 

established that the President will design to the person with this charge. 

On October 20th, 2011, HE Kirsan Ilyumzhinov designed Mr. Mario Petrucci as Fide Observer for 

the Argentina Chess Federation. 

On November 2nd, 2011, the Continental President informed about this designation to the 

Argentina Chess Federation. 

On January 6th, 2012, Mr. Mario Petrucci sent a certified return receipt letter to the legal 

address of Argentina Chess Federation, in which he request to meet the Steering Board, in order 

to define a work shchedule. 

 

Performed tasks 

 

The FIDE Observer, proceeded to classify the claims and complaints, and contacted to the 

complaints to ratify the authenticity of their signatures and the content of their complaints.  

Other documentation and complaints made after the designation are appended to this report. 

With an abstract regarding each one. 

The FIDE Observer reiterates his attempt to stablish a work schedule with FADA, without being 

able to get any answer from them. As it was reported on April 23rd, 2012, in the first preliminary 

performance report sent to the FIDE Secretarial, to be displayed during the Presidential Board of 

United Arab Emirates. 

The Argentina Chess Federation, through a letter sent by its vice President , Mr. Hernán Cereijo 

(later endorsed by the President Mr. Nicolás Barrera), rejected the designation of the FIDE 

Observer and made comments on the person of Continental President AI Jorge Vega Fernandez 

and his behavior. 

On January 15th, 2012, the Executive Director urges Argentina Chess Federation to cooperate to 

the FIDE Observer. 
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On April 11st, 2012, the Argentina Chess Federation inform to the FIDE Observer Mr. Mario 

Petrucci that Mr. Mauro Lorea (member of the Steering Board, in the charge of Secretary of 

Argentina Chess Federation) was designed as the interlocutor. 

From now on the forthcoming events must be monitored. 

On May 17th, 2012, the FIDE Observer in person, went to the headquarters of Argentina Chess 

Federation, within the office hours (public opening hours), accompanied with a notary and 

expert photographer, in order to be able to deliver his claiming report. Once again, the 

headquarters of Argentina Chess Federation went closed. Thus the notary prepare a written 

statement, leaving a copy in the letterbox of Argentina Chess Federation. 

On May 18th, the FIDE Observer sent an e-mail to the Argentina Chess Federation, to inform 

about this past success and the written statement that was made. 

Remark: the identity of the personal complaints was preserved, referring to Argentina Chess 

Federation only an abstract of the complaint. This action was adopted in order to prevent those 

people to be affected by the Argentina Chess Federation in the future. 

 

The complete records of the claims made-up with more than 400 pages, was sent to FIDE 

President or Americas and to the President of Zone 25, along with a dossier about each claim. 
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FADA INTERPELATION TOPICS 

 

TITLE 1 FIDE RULES VIOLATION 

CHAPTER 1 International tournaments organization 

 

Report concerning Pan-American Tournament in Mar del Plata (unpaid bills), Junior Word 

Tournament in Chubut province, Word Tournament in San Luis Province, and current Continental 

Tournament besides FADA clout. 

 

Pan-American Torunament in Mar del Plata: 

 

The FIDE Observer was able to confirm that during the development of “2009 Youth Pan-

American Festival”, FADA issued 3 checks of it´s own bank account (number 86799/87) with no 

founds. The detail of those checks is as follows: Check N° 97851108, amount: 99.000$, check N° 

97851109, amount $82.000, to the order of “HOTEL 9 DE JULIO”, with payment dates: 

10/21/2009, 11/21/2009, 12/22/2009. Total amount: $282.000. 

After the payment date those checks was rejected and returned by the bank, as there was not 

found available. On this respect, the company “TURF LIFE S.A.” started a prosecution against 

FADA in the “Commercial Court N° 28, secretaryship N° 52”, as stated in Judicial Expedient N° 

049642 y N° 049240. The court laid down the seizure of FADA bank accounts. 

FADA refuses to give any explanation regarding this topic. 

 

Word Tournament in San Luis Province: 

 

As stated before, FADA also refused to inform if the payment perceived from FADA, for the Word 

Tournament in San Luis Province, was not recorded in their balance sheet. As it was denounced. 

 

CHAPTER 2 FIDE ELO and Titles 

 

Regarding FADA allowing access or giving FIDE Titles and National Titles only to arbiters, 

organizer and/or players, which are pro-government or friends. 

 

FIDE Observer observed the claims from International Arbiters regarding discrimination from 

FADA. They stated that FADA refused to incorporate them to the qualification requested from 
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FIDE before 2010 Gathering. After that all the International Arbiters of the federations that 

displayed their backgrounds, obtained a qualification based on their background. But according 

to FIDE register there is not recording of Argentinian Arbiters categorized, accordingly they are in 

inferior conditions in comparison with other countries Arbiters. 

  

CHAPTER 3 Payments to FIDE 

 

Regarding the temporary exclusion of FADA from FIDE ELO ranking. 

 

Facing the FADA rejection to give answers on this topic, the FIDE observer was able to verify that 

the exclusion from FIDE ELO ranking is because FADA did not cancel its economic debts. 

Even when according the internal regulations and fide balance sheet, there is not record of debts 

from tournaments inscriptions or titles fees, on world tournaments. Is presumed that FADA has 

received the payment on those concepts, and then was not give those found the normal use. 

 

TITLE 2 ARGENTINA LAW VIOLATION 

Regarding if National Senate warn FADA, regarding sexual discrimination. 

 

To explain why several ex-Presidents have prosecuting against FADA, and the 

current status of those law issues. 

 FIDE Observer was able to verify that there is a Judicial Record N° 10288/2005 

of prosecution: “Angel Mas and others against FADA”, claiming for  por moral 

and material damages, in the National Civil Court N° 20. 

There is another prosecution: “Pontoriero and others against FADA”, Judicial 

Record N° 98636/2004, with preliminary sentence against FADA.  
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TITLE 3 VIOLATION TO OWN FADA STATUTE 

CHAPTER 1 Arbitrary handling of electoral roll 

 

Give reliable information about current electoral roll of FADA. Taking into consideration the fact 

that on March 31th was the deadline for the entities affiliation to FADA, according to FADA´s 

Statute. 

a) Give reliable information about: 

b) The arbitrary and out of date reduction of votes of Entre Rios Federation. 

c) Inclusion of Santa Cruz Federation, which is under intervention, hence disabled. 

d) Why AACC is allowed to vote being a 1st degree entity. 

e) Why FARIL is allowed to vote if it has not law entity. 

 

Explain why the number of voters was suddenly decreased from the usual 180 voters. And its 

relationship with disappearing of some provinces. 

Explain what actions was taken (if any) in order to recover the province´s federations, that was 

once prosperous and now has disappeared as consequence of absence of sport management 

and discrimination, favoring to the most important federations. Lacking of opportunities and 

sport calendar makes impossible the emergence of masters. 

 

Intervention to FMDA 

 

Explain what the judicial situation of FMDA is. Being FMDA the federation with the biggest 

amount of votes in FADA. 

Explain why FMDA and some of their cubs, where requested to accomplish with new 

requirements, never requested to any other entity or federation ever affiliated to FADA. 

Explain which are the attributions to the FMDA controller. 

Explain why FADA want to insists on charge the register fees, if it was voided by a judicial order. 

And explain the judicial status of the litigation regarding the register. 

 

CHAPTER 2 National Tournaments Organization 

 

Explain why in the last years there are not National Team Tournaments, as it is imposed by the 

FADA statute. 
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Explain also why there was not National Argentina Championship during 2011 and 2012. 

Take in account  the negative impact that it has over the conformation of the National Team and 

its performance in the 2012 FIDE Olympics. And also makes difficult to grant scholarships from 

National Sport Secretaryship, as there was not National Champions in the past two years. 

In addition to such lack of activity, the Youth Championship is delayed. Despite of what is 

imposed by the FADA statute. Considering that the pan-American tournament has been already 

scheduled, the situation is event worst. Give an explanation. 

Inform about what actions has been taken by FADA or its Rating Officer (if any) to avoid the well-

known falsifying of tournament results. Give information about the investigations made and in 

which tournaments. 

Until now FADA refuses to reply regarding this concerns, and the situation still the same: there 

won’t be National Tournament (neither Absolut and Woman). 

Regarding sub-20 National Championship, it was announced only 7 days before it starts, and 

there was only 4 male players and 2 women players in the tournament. Being one of the worst 

negative records for the Argentinian Chess. 

 

CHAPTER 3 National Sports Secretaryship 

 

Give reliable information regarding subsidies received from National and Provincial entities 

during 2011 and 2012. Taking in account that there are no balance sheet for these years, that 

must be accessible to all the affiliates according to FADA statute. 

One again FADA refuses to reply on this concerns. We are unable to verify the complaint 

regarding the lack of information in the registers and balance sheet. 

 

Unaccomplishment of management and payment of player´s travel costs 

 

Give reliable information regarding promote youth tournaments, stating that will make the 

management with National Sport Secretaryship, and end not doing it. 

Explain why National Sport Secretaryship is not supporting FADA, but is sponsoring directly to 

the players. 

The FIDE observer was able to verify that National Sport Secretaryship gives sponsoring and 

scholarship directly to the players, despite of what usually does with other sports federations. 

FADA gives no explanation to this concerns. 
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CHAPTER 4 REGISTRO NACIONAL DE JUGADORES 

 

Give reliable information about the levying at the so called “National Player Register”, which was 

supposed to accomplish FIDE requirements during 2011 and 2012. And what was the amount 

paid to FIDE. In case that there is a balance ammount, explain how it was uses or if will be used 

to pay forthcoming accounts with FIDE. 

Once again, there is no information available from FADA at this respect. 

  

TITLE 4: OTHER TOPICS 

 

Criminal law prosecutions against FADA President 

 

Give reliable information about the inhibition from Central Bank of Argentinian 

Republic for the issuing of 52 checks with no founds. 

A copy of the inhibition dictated by the Central Bank of Argentinian Republic is 

attached as reference. 

Abstract 

 

Is evident that the refuse from FADA to provide information avoid this report to have more 

content, allowing to clear up the complaints received from FIDE regarding the FADA Steering 

Board. 

In any case, there are a lot of facts that validate those complaints: debts, not qualification of 

arbiters on FIDE register, law prosecutions, people presumably injured. And the silence from 

FADA increases the doubts. 

Copies of the documentation endorsing these issues are attached, in order to FIDE to dispose 

them. 

In case that there are any changes or replies on the analyzed topics, I will follow up this report, 

as FIDE Observer. 

Mario Petrucci 


















